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Team Academy and Partus in a
nutshell
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

Team Academy is Jyväskylä University of Applied Sciences’ special unit of Team
Entrepreneurship.
Founded in 1993 by Johannes Partanen.
Partus Ltd. is responsible for adult education and method transfer of Team Academy.
First adult programmes started on 1996.
Core of a learning method team learning and learning –by-doing, which are supported
by team coaching and theoretical studies. The core of the pedagogy is an application for
context of team entrepreneurship based on radical sosioconstructivism ja learning by
research. All the methods are developed in Team Academy.
There are 210 students in 14 different teams (winter 2010). They graduate for BBA in
a 3,5 year programme. The annual intake of new students is 60 new students.
Over 500 adult learners in long-term programs (2010), over 500 graduates from adult
education
Customers (learners) from all fields: teachers, managers, small-business owners, major
companies

●

The entrepreneurship rate of TA is 37 %. Two years after graduation 47%.

●

Team Academy has won several awards in Finland for fostering learning tools and
methods for creating entrepreneurship.

We co-create teampreneurs!

On The Nature of Adult Learning
● Learning is much more slower than faster.
● The effect of social environment on learning is massive.
● Rule of Not to Interfere: When a coach thinks he must
interfere, he must not. But when he thinks he must not, he
must.
Learning thesis created through Team Academy experience by Johannes Partanen

On The Nature of Adult Learning
by Kirsti Lonka

1.

The learner constructs her learning herself (constructivism).
Adults know more than they know that they know.

2.

Learning is context-related and situational. We can´t store the
knowledge. Instead, we use it in their current situation to
solve problems and develop things.

3.

Learning is social. We learn 3-5 times faster in a team.

Adapted from: Senge, P. & Kleiner, A. & Roberts, C. & Ross, R. & Smith, B. 1999. The Dance of Change: The Challenges of Sustaining Momentum in Learning
Organizations. Random House.
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Learning Infrastructure
● Learning network needs an infrastructure that enables its members to learn.
● Adult education providers (both public and private) are responsible on helping to build
such infrastructure:
1.

Carrying out education programs that function as learning platforms for network members

2.

Connecting different programs in a flexible way to create learning paths for network members

3.

Organizing network meetings where different parts of network meet

4.

Connecting network members to each other through communication

5.

Educating the network members to strengthen and enlarging the network

6.

Finding, testing, developing and modelling learning practices and sharing them with the
network

7.

”Carrying the torch” – inspiring the network members to develop a learning culture

● Adult education providers are not the sole builders, owners or leaders of the network.
They are just part of it.

Competencies Needed by Adult Education Provider
in Building, Developing and Leading a Learning
Network
1.

Know-how on education (e.g. pedagogical skills, know-how on coaching)

2.

Knowledge on substance related to the context (e.g. on marketing and
management in the context of entrepreneurship)

3.

Know-how on educating more educators (e.g. long-term experience on coaching
in different contexts and the ability to transfer it to ”the next generation)

4.

Know-how on designing educational programs that fit to the needs of the network
(e.g. coaching programs)

5.

Know-how on organizing community activities (e.g. network meetings)

6.

Know-how on applying funding to support the network (e.g. EU-funding)

7.

Contacts in different fields and industries

8.

Competency in leadership (e.g. inspiring network members, crafting visions,
making values and aspirations visible)

Network Learning Characteristics
● The idea is not just to educate people on individual level but also (1) to help them
change and develop their organizations and (2) connect people to each other.
● Network members themselves (not the educator) create new knowledge and share it
in the network or parts of it.
● Contact days in various programs are platforms for knowledge sharing and creation
on team level.
● Community meeting days are platforms for knowledge sharing and creation on
network level.
● Network members need different kinds of education programs for different
purposes and development phases. Individuals in networks need long learning
paths that consist of many programs.
● Coaches are not just trainers, but have many roles. Leadership and network building
competencies are at the core of coach’s competency.
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Role of the Coach in Team Learning
1. Organizes programs (e.g. adult
education programs) and meetings
(e.g. interactive seminars and
community meetings) where learners
can meet each other
2. Creates learning environments that
are conductive to learning
3. Facilitates the interaction between
the learners
4. Educates the learners to use shared
learning methods
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Adapted from: Glass, N. 1996. Management Masterclass: A Practical Guide to The New Realities of Business. Nicholas Brealey Publishing.

Coaching approach varies according to...

Hierarchy
Coach as instructor, no
dialogue between the learners

Developing learning capabilities
Coach gives the learners the
possibility to train their collective
learning skills together, coach
facilitates dialogue

Supporting
Coach just supports the
dialogue, the learners
learn together

Inexperienced member
Experienced member

Training
Coach dominates the dialogue

... the development phase
of the group or network.
Colleague
Coach is a equal member in
dialogue

Adapted from: Wenger, E. & McDermott, R. & Snyder, W. 2002. Cultivating Communities of Practice: A Guide to Managing Knowledge. Harvard Business School Press.
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Adapted from: Wenger, E. & McDermott, R. & Snyder, W. 2002. Cultivating Communities of Practice: A Guide to Managing Knowledge. Harvard Business School Press.
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Examples of Adult Education Learning Paths
Entrepreneur’s Learning Path in Business and Management Field
Firesouls

Firetorch

Team Mastery

Program for start-up
entrepreneur

Program for experienced
entrepreneurs

Program for coaches

Development of start-up
company

Development of
management and expanding
the company

1,5 years

Development of coaching
competencies (from the viewpoint of
business management)
1,5 years

1,5 years

Please note that the learner may
have pauses or practical training
periods during or between the
programs.

Coach’s Learning Path in Educational Field
Team Mastery

Grow to Be Mentor

”Wondercoach”

Program for coaches

Program for coaches and
key development
activists

Program for coaches’
coaches

Development of coaching
competencies (from the
viewpoint of education)

1,5 years

Development of change
management and
mentoring competencies
One year

Development of
competencies in coaching
coaches

One year

Widening and Deepening
(aka ”G-string model”)
Widening
Increasing the amount of participants in network
Getting more people to participate to programs and community meetings

Deepening
Increasing the level of commitment
and competency of current network
members
Giving more learning possibilities to
network members (e.g. continuation
programs)

Learning by walking around

Case: HOPE venture
● Goal: To develop schools’ teaching practices and network them together – 14
vocational schools
● Funded by Finnish National Board of Education with EU funds. 3 years, approx. 1
million €.
● Administered by West-Pirkanmaa’s Educational Consortium and managed by
Ikaalinen College of Crafts and Design .
● Multiple, long-term coaching programs for teachers to develop their competencies
in coaching and change management – 60 teachers in 19 day programs each
● Numerous inspirational days for schools on entrepreneurship education and
community building – over 300 teachers
● Consulting and mentoring to schools

Example on HOPE network
Small-scale venture
Major school

Middle-sized school

Local or
regional agent
Global network
leader
Educational
consortium
Major school

Consortium
manager

Small school

Example on Widening and Deepening in
HOPE venture
1. Establishing new Team Mastery programs that give basic
competencies in coaching and change management to teachers

Widening

2. Arranging local community meetings (”When Sparks Fly –days”) to
schools to induce inspirational spirit to carry out development iniatives
in schools

1. Establishing Team Mastery continum
programs (”Grow to Be a Mentor”) to
those teachers who have already
graduated from Team Mastery
2. Giving mentoring and consulting aid
to schools where network members
work

3. Establishing a leadership program
for school managers
4. Arranging community meeting
days for all network members (”Team
Mastery Arena –days”)

Deepening

Case: Muncipality of Laukaa
● Goal (long-term): To develop co-operation between
local private sector companies and public sector
authorities to realize a shared strategy
● Multiple, long-term coaching programs for local
entrepreneurs to develop their companies and
networks – 40 small-business entrepreneurs
● Industry-specific meeting days for private
entrepreneurs and public sector authorities to solve
problems and find co-operative possibilities

Example on Widening and Deepening in
Municipality of Laukaa
Widening

Carrying out new management coaching programs (”Firetorch”) for
local entrepreneurs to develop their competencies and build local
entreprenurial networks

1. Establishing a steering group of local
authorities and key business activists
(”The Committee of Will”)

3. Establishing a leadership program
for the next generation of public
sector managers

2. Organizing community meetings
(”Municipality Spark –days”) for
different industries to help local public
sector authorities and private sector
service providers to solve industryspesific challenges

4. Establishing community meeting
facilities (”Living Room”) where
network members can meet

Deepening

Dialogue & reflections

Adapted from: Nonaka, I. & Takeuchi, H. 1995. The Knowledge Creating Company: How Japanese Companies Create The Dynamics Of Innovation. Oxford
University Press.
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Adapted from: Senge, P. & Cambron-Mccbe, N. & Dutton, J. Kleiner, A. & Lucas, T. Smith, B. 2000. Schools That Learn: A Fieldbook For Teachers,
Administrators, Parents And Everyone Who Cares About Education. Nicholas Brealey Publishing.

Example: Vocational School’s Network
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The Main Question is: ”How does adult education help the
teacher to develop his/her network? How does it connect
people and organization together?”
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Tough Questions to Us,
Adult Education Providers
1.

How do our programs help our customers (learners) to network and share
knowledge?

2.

How do our progams provide both emotional support (inspiration) and
knowledge on making our customers’ organizations better?

3.

Do we provide a solid and flexible learning paths for our customers?

4.

Do we strive to develop our customer’s capability to learn without
coaches or teachers in their work environments?

5.

Do we constantly develop our methods and programs so that we provide
our customers enjoyable, fun, psychologically safe, inspiring and
rewarding learning experiences?
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Partus Methods
● Team Academy uses Partus Methods to educate teamentrepreneurs.
● Main learning methods are team learning and learning
by doing.
● Learning is supported with theory studies and coaching.
● Pedagogy is a modification of radical
sosioconstructivism and exploratory learning.
● Partus methods have been developed in the context of
entrepreneurial development and are ”home-made”.

Appendix

Fields of Partus Methods
Universities

Methods to create teamentrepreneurship

Major organizations

Team Academy

Wärtsilä Finland Oy

Adult
entrepreneurship
education

Igniting Hearts (Program
for novice entrepreneurs)

Vocational schools

Ikaalinen College of
Crafts and Design

Third sector
organizations

TOVA (Program for
organizational learning in
Finnish youth-work)

Appendix

Adult Education Programs

Igniting Hearts (aka Firesouls)
Program for Start-Up Entrepreneurs

Team Mastery
Program for Coaches and Team Leaders

Blazing Hearts (aka Firetorch)
Program for Experienced Entrepreneurs

Innovator’s Workshop
Program for Product Developers

Appendix: Customer story

The program I attended gave me an
opportunity to reach deep learning. I
consider Team Academy the most learning
organization that I have seen during my
professional career. It is a great example of
what organizations will look like tomorrow.
Their programs are very different from
traditional business schools’ programs. They
are real life programs. The program I
attended allowed me to share knowledge
with other high-level professionals. Thus it
connected people and engaged each one of
us to learn together. Also, the program had
its own spirit of inspiration, passion and fun.
Etienne Collignon
TeamFactory, Président & Solvay,
Learning and Innovation Manager
France

Appendix: Customer story

It is my passion to guide and support young
people in their lives to help them find their
dreams and own path. Team Academy’s
programs have provided me ideas, practices
and tools that help me to turn ideas into
practice.
The program I attended gave me a great
possibility to develop my own vision as a
coach and the vision of Team Academy of
Netherlands. The educational mission and
practices of Finland's Team Academy creates
a culture of responsibility for personal and
collective well-being. That culture I also
want to build to Netherland’s Team
Academy.
Pauline Van Der Pas
Team Academy of Netherlands

Appendix: Customer story

Inspired by the Firesouls coaching program, we established Cutline Oy (Inc.).
We had gathered together a good team. The coaching program offered us days to
discuss ideas and plan our business regularly. It was a step forward for our whole
company. We expanded our network and formed relationships with other likeminded, “positively crazy” people. Sharing thoughts with others and hearing what
kind of crucial steps they had taken were most important. This reinforced our own
thoughts. Our journey has now begun. Muchos cojones, mi amigos!
Cutline Oy (Inc.)
Media production company

Appendix: Customer story

I see myself as pioneering a field. My
services are completely new in my trade.
However, amidst all my hurries, my thinking
had narrowed. I took a Team Academy
coaching program to find time management
solutions and to expand my thinking.
The coaching was a liberating experience.
The atmosphere was safe, and the group was
exceptionally encouraging. We small
entrepreneurs in different fields have a lot in
common. As we shared our experiences, we
received plenty of energy for our daily work.
The most important insight I received was to
dare to share my company’s daily business
with others. In this way I have more time for
long-term planning and free time. Without
the coaching program my situation would
not be this good.
Sari Lehtonen
Extra-Assistant

